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Night Cycle Reengineering Processing Rules

NIGHT CYCLE REENGINEERING PROCESSING RULES
DTC has proposed reengineering its nighttime processing cycle to maximize transaction throughput by
optimizing available client positions and controlling the order in which transactions are attempted for
settlement.
The proposal introduces a number of modifications designed to encourage members to submit transactions
earlier on settlement date and the introduction of a new advanced settlement processing algorithm capable of
evaluating each member’s transaction obligations and available positions to maximize the number of
transactions settled across the industry.
Night cycle reengineering creates a number of industry benefits:
•

improved processing efficiency

•

reduced operational and counterparty risk

•

improved intraday settlement certainty

In addition to the benefits above, Night Cycle Reengineering sets the stage for future phases of Settlement
Optimization.
Over the past few months, and with significant input from the industry, DTC has refined the processing rules for
the reengineered night cycle. The purpose of this document is to provide all clients with a detailed outline of
how the new reengineered night cycle will work and to highlight key changes.
The master copy of this document will be stored in the Settlement Optimization website (link below) and may
be modified over time as needed based on additional industry feedback.
https://www.dtcclearning.com/products-and-services/settlement/settlement-optimization.html

Key Changes
•

Batch Processing: At approximately 8:30 p.m. on S-1, DTC will subject all transactions eligible for
processing to the new processing algorithm. The algorithm will be run in an “off-line” batch that will not
be visible to members, allowing DTC to run multiple processing scenarios until the optimal processing
scenario is identified. Once the optimal scenario is identified, the results of the batch will be
incorporated back into DTC’s core processing environment on a transaction-by-transaction basis, and
member output will be produced using existing DTC and NSCC output facilities. DTC anticipates it will
take approximately 2-3 hours to run the optimization batch and post the results to its core settlement
system, so DTC and NSCC settlement output will continue to be made available within existing SLA
times.

•

IMS Submission Order: This profile allows clients to define the order in which their transactions get
submitted for settlement during the night cycle. Because the optimization batch looks to maximize
settlements regardless of transaction type, this profile becomes obsolete. In lieu of client’s ability to
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customize submission order based on individual transactions, DTC, based on client feedback, has
created a standardized delivery prioritization for the algorithm to follow. Additional details on this
standardized delivery prioritization logic can be found under the “Applying the Algorithm” section of this
document. All other client transaction management tools will remain unchanged.
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PROCESS FLOW
Below are the steps DTC will take to apply the new algorithm in the optimization batch:

Step 1 – Data Capture
Prior to the start of the new night cycle batch at approximately 8:30 p.m. on S-1, DTC will capture the following
for each client;
•

Position Balances:
o

Each member’s position from the close of business from the previous settlement cycle will be used to
determine the number of shares each client has available for delivery on a given day.
»

•

All existing Memo segregation balances will be applied.

Risk Management Controls:
o

Existing Net Debit Cap and Collateral Monitor balances for each collateral group will be leveraged for
a given day

•

Identify Eligible Transactions/Instructions:
o

DTC processes over 100 different types of transactions. However, 4 transaction types make-up over
98% of all the night cycle activity. As such, the night cycle reengineering proposal will focus primarily
on the following transaction types:
»
»

Debit Cap and Collateral Monitor Balances - DTC activity code 023
Deliver Orders - DTC activity code 026 (excluding MMI that are subject to MMI Optimization

»

processing rules)
Payment Orders - DTC activity code 014

»

Memo Segregations - DTC activity code 130

See Appendix A below for additional information on which activity codes will be excluded from the optimization
batch.
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Step 2 – Applying the Algorithm
Data sets captured in Step 1 will be subjected to the new processing algorithm where multiple iterations of the
optimization algorithm can be run until the optimal settlement solution has been determined within an
acceptable timeframe.
•

Prior to optimizing transaction settlements, DTC will record client starting position balances to ensure no
client delivers more shares than they have in their account.
o

•

Memo segregation balances will be applied.

Prior to optimizing transaction settlements, DTC will record client debit caps and collateral monitor
balances of each collateral group to ensure no risk management control violations occur.

•

Once position and risk management control parameters have been set in the optimization batch, the
algorithm will attempt to process transactions in the order below.
o

All memo segregation entries (Activity Code 130) will be processed first and in chronological order.
»
This will allow DTC to ensure that client memo segregation counters have been adjusted and, by
extension, positions available for delivery have been adjusted prior to processing any

o

transactions.
Once positions available for delivery have been adjusted by client memo segregation instructions, the
algorithm will look to maximize settlements for all other activity codes. The transaction processing
order depends upon whether the security is eligible for SEC rule 204.
»

The delivery order for 204 eligible securities (All Equities and Convertible Bonds) is;
•

CNS First

•

Deliver Orders (including NSCC ACATs) Second
•

»

The delivery order for non-204 eligible securities (All other Asset Classes) is;
•

Deliver Orders (including NSCC ACATs) First
•

•
•

Memo segregation rules as outlined in Appendix B will be incorporated

Memo segregation rules as outlined in Appendix B will be incorporated

CNS Second

Upon completion of the optimization batch, each transaction will have a settlement status of “Made” or
“Pend.” At that time, the algorithm will attempt a final pass at attempting to settle all transactions in a
“Pend” status to ensure all available client positions have been fully maximized, including those positions
that would be available as “turnaround eligible” (see Memo segregation rules in Appendix B for more
information on “turnaround eligible”.
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Step 3 – Validate Position and Risk Management Controls Were
Followed
Prior to submitting batch results back into DTC’s core processing environment, the optimization batch will verify
that the batch data sent would not result in any position or risk management control violations. Should a
violation be identified, DTC will mitigate these violations before the transaction data set is processed.

Step 4 – Externalize Results
Batch results will be submitted to ATP for processing, i.e., all “Made” transactions will be settled and all “Pend”
transactions will recycle. Recycling transactions will follow existing recycle logic continually being retried
throughout the remainder of the settlement cycle until DTC’s existing “recycle cutoff” at 3:10 p.m.
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APPENDIX A: DTC ACTIVITY CODES
Only the 4 activity codes mentioned above will be eligible for the optimization batch.
Processing of all other activity codes (listed below) will begin once the results of the optimization
batch have been finalized and the night cycle batch completes.

Activity Code

Activity Code Description

Activity Code

Activity Code Description

7
8
9
10
11
13
12
15
16
17
20
21
22
24
25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
54
55
56
58
59
60
81
82
86
88

Participant Swing
CUSIP Swing
Dividend Swing
Cash Dividend
Penalty
MA-NA Movements
SPP
MA-NA Shares
Log Only
Pledge / Release to DTC
COD
FAST Withdrawal
Exit
ACATS Short Charge
CNS Stock Loan Borrow
Receive Order
Maturity Presentments
Account Transfer
Deposit
Stock Split
Stock Dividend
Reorg Deposit
Investment ID
Seg Deposit
Segregations
FAST Deposit
Issuance
IPO Deposit
Free to Seg DO (144A Takedown)
Free to Seg DO
Seg to Seg Delivery (144A DO)
Investment ID Reversals
Segregation Reversals
IPO Release
IPO Delivery
IPO Delivery
IPO Delivery
IPO Pledge
Pledges
Valued IPO Pledge
Valued Pledges
Valued Releases
Pledge Releases
Demand of Collateral
Valued Release of Matured Paper
Interest Payment
W/T Reversal
DCM
CMO Factor
Deposit: Inv Adjustment

61
70
78
80
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
99
101
102
103
110
116
120
122
123
126
131
140
156
210
211
220
221
226
231
250
251
255
312
314
323
326
900
902
903
905
906
910
911
915
950
960
961

Principal Payment
Financial Adjustment
Stock Dividends Claims
W/T
Rush Transfer
STK DIV (I)
Stk Spl (I)
Spinoff (I)
Spinoff
Rights - Inv Adjustment
Rights
Warrants Inv Adjustment
Warrants
Div Rcv (I)
CNS Lvl 1
CNS Lvl 2
Short Adjustments
Call without interest
Edit & Log
Call With Interest
MMI Wdrwl
Funds Reserved CDL
Reorg Seg
Security Exit
Fund Serv Networking
OCC - CNS Release
Stock Loan (Adjustments, I think)
Repo (Adjustments, I think)
Redemption
MBS Redemption
Reorg Seg Rls
RrgSeg Exit
P&I Allocations
MBS Dividend
P&I Withdrawals
Euro SPP
Euro PO
Euro Funds Reserve
Euro DO
Pend Cancel
L1/L2 Conv to HB ACC
L3 Conv to HB ACCT
PDA release
PTA release
Pend Hold
Pend Hold with Blockage
Pend Release
Pend Promote
Pause
Unpause
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APPENDIX B: MEMO SEGREGATION PROCESSING
RULES
DTC maintains certain processing rules that impact client memo segregation counters as transactions are
processed. These rules are not changing, but the shift to batch processing means the chronological order of
transaction processing will change. Below highlights how DTC will apply memo segregation rules related to
transaction processing within the new batch process to ensure the protection of client fully-paid- for securities
is maintained.
Certain processing rules apply to all memo segregation users. These “Non-Optional” rules will be applied
throughout the batch process and include:
•

•

Automatic Decreases of memo segregation counters;
o

Free deliveries except when processed with reason codes 10-29, 98, 100, 220, 260-268, 270-278,
280-288, 290, 291, 600-619, 704, 708, CNS short covers, W/Ts and CODs

o

Free and Valued deliveries processed with reason codes 95, 97, 197, 630, 631, 640 and 641

Automatic Increases of memo segregation counters;
o

Receipt of same-day matched reclaims if the original delivery decreased memo segregation
regardless of the reclaim reason code

•

Special Processing:
o

Free and Valued deliveries processed with reason codes 98, 396 and 100 never reduce memo
segregation

Other memo segregation processing rules are “Optional”. These optional processing rules are controlled by
indicators which can be categorized as either increases to client memo segregation counters or the tracking of
receive activity that is eligible for turnaround deliveries regardless of memo segregation constraints.
Automatic increase to client memo segregation counters are controlled by the optional indicators below. These
rules will be applied throughout the batch process for applicable clients. Each indicator below increases memo
segregation counters upon receipt of:
•

Indicator 1: free and valued deliver orders with reason codes 40, 99, 330, 340, 390 and 391 as well as
positions resulting from voluntary and mandatory reorganizations and W/T reversals

•

Indicator 2: reason codes 41-48, 31-338 and 341-348

•

Indicator 3: CNS receives from the “E” account

•

Indicator 6: ACAT Transfers

Receive activity that can be used for turnaround deliveries regardless of memo segregation constraints are
controlled by either:
•

Indicator 4: Positions received from deliveries with reason codes 10, 30 and 600 can be turned around for
all deliveries except for those with reason codes 10, 20, 260, 270, 280 and 290

•

Indicator 5: Positions received from all deliveries except for reason codes 20-29, 40-48, 99, 261- 268,
270-278, 290, 291, 330-338, 340-348, 390, 610-619, CNS receives from the “C” and “E” accounts and
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same-day reclaims can be turned around for all deliveries except for those with reason codes 10, 20, 260,
270, 280 and 290
Today positions eligible for turnaround deliveries are tracked throughout the settlement cycle based on the
chronological order of settlement, i.e., the balance of eligible positions is potentially impacted by each settled
transaction. Batch processing replaces this concept in favor of determining the optimal settlement outcome.
Because of this, turnaround eligible securities as outlined above will be tracked throughout the batch but will
not drive processing during the batch. Instead, DTC will look to complete eligible turnaround deliveries once
ATP has processed batch results as outlined in step 4 above.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Email Settlement Optimization at:
settlement_optimization@dtcc.com
or visit us on the web at:
https://dtcclearning.com/products-and-services/settlement/settlement-optimization.html

